Inigo Jones worked as hard on the creation of his architectural persona as he did on the design of the buildings for the early Stuart court. Through his study of continental architectural and art theory, humanist education, and courtly behavior, Jones redefined the intellectual status of architecture in England and forged a new role for the architect in public life. Since the time of his death, he has been variously described as the first educated architect, the first classicist, the first Renaissance architect in Britain, and the savior of British building from the long winter of the Elizabethan style. This reputation has overlooked the many ways that Jones drew on English customs in order to shape classical architecture for a domestic audience. This book explores the creation of Jones as a professional architect and the development of classical architecture in England through a study of his reading, writing, and architectural practice in the context of English Renaissance culture.
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My fascination with the architecture of Inigo Jones extends so far back in my own educational life that I wonder if there was ever a time when I was not thinking about English architectural classicism. That interest would be unremarkable for someone with ties to that world through the lens of modern English culture. For me, however, Jones’s orb was as exotic as the world of Italian culture must have been for him.

The project began life as a dissertation at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology under the guidance of Howard Burns, Alice Friedman, David Friedman, and Henry Millon. All contributed in unique and profound ways not only to this work but also to the more general shape of my interests overall.

When I was just beginning work in England, I had the good fortune to discuss my ideas with John Newman while I was a Kress Scholar at the Courtauld Institute. His generosity in sharing with me his own research on Jones’s annotations was invaluable and made this book possible. To begin any study of Jones and English architecture is daunting, given the work that has gone before by John Harris, Edward Chaney, Malcolm Airs, Sir Howard Colvin, John Peacock, Jeremy Wood, and the late Sir John Summerson, all of whom kindly discussed my research and encouraged further work on this material. Although our approaches, and certainly results, differ in many ways, I hope they share with me an optimistic view that a plurality of voices attests to the richness of the Jones archive.

My interests have been nurtured and supported by more friends and colleagues than I can mention. The very best part of the time was that it was not spent alone. To Hilary Ballon, Charles Robertson, Malcolm Smuts, Pat Rubin, William Sherman, Frances Henderson, Paula Henderson, Lucy Gent, Craig Harbison, Géraldine Johnson, Maurice Howard, Alexander Nagel, Elizabeth Janus, Jim Peebles, and Daniel Abramson, I owe debts both social and intellectual. Deborah Howard read the work in its early, middle, and late stages and always had words of support and insight. My fellow members of Temple Fishponds, Georgia Clarke, Louise Durning, and Clare Tilbury, offered advice over miles of back roads and in innumerable churchyards over the years. Ellen Chirelstein continues to share
her enthusiasm for all things Albion, and in good measure. Two dear friends and colleagues never had the chance to see their scholarship into print, and I wish they were here to continue our conversations: Scott Opler and Wendy Wegener.

I am grateful to the many students who have contributed ideas and helped with all the work of collecting and compiling. In particular, my thanks are due to Henry Gordon Masters, Katherine Sims, Eleanor Sokolow, Kimberley Skelton, and Tessie Popoff. In Toronto, Alexis Cohen pulled together all of the details to bring the project to a close.

Dr. Julia Demmin has never failed to suggest the better word, simpler sentence, or stronger phrasing that turned the free flow of random thoughts into passable prose. David Karmon offered help over the years, including assistance with translations and counsel on the classical sources.

I believe that, for Jones, books offered valuable information but were also a source of great pleasure. So, too, for me. I had the good fortune to study Jones’s books, and related materials, in the most glorious and stimulating of surroundings: the British Library, Bodleian Library (Oxford), Warburg Institute, Henry E. Huntington Library, Chatsworth House, Boston Public Library, Houghton Library (Harvard University), Beinecke Library (Yale University), Yale Center for British Art, and Cambridge University Library. Most of my time, however, was spent with the treasure of Jones material at Worcester College, Oxford. There, with the invaluable help of the librarian Lesley Le Claire, and her successor, Dr. Joanna Parker, I was able to work freely with their exceptional collections.

In Oxford, Worcester College became my base of operations through the generosity of its Fellows and Provost. Although I left its gardens and ancient architecture for Yale University and now the University of Toronto, my time there as Research Fellow was unique in providing ample quiet and jolly company in equal measure. Among many others, I am grateful to the Provost, Richard Smethurst, and Fellows Susan Gillingham, Jeremy Horder, Alan Ware, James Campbell, and John Stevenson.

The Kress Foundation generously supported three years in England, two spent at the Courtauld Institute. I am grateful to the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for a month’s support at the Huntington Library. Yale University provided a year’s leave with a Morse Junior Faculty Fellowship. A Frederick W. Hilles Grant from Yale assisted with the publication costs. I am grateful to Beatrice Rehl at Cambridge University Press for her sustained interest in this book and for her unflagging support over the years.

No one is happier to see a long project end than the accidental tourists who have been along for the ride. Kevin Gallagher has been my photographer, travel companion, computer consultant, research assistant, and most enthusiastic reader from the beginning. Our son, Innis Odin Gallagher, arrived just for the end of this venture but already knows the pleasure of ancient buildings. Of books, we hope he learns.